Are you a good role model for your learner?
Welcome to FacDev Series
Our Faculty is one of the greatest assets in our Department and our Faculty Development Program aims to assist and support clinical faculty in the roles of teacher / educator, scholar / researcher, and leader.

The foci of our programming thus are grouped into three areas: The Teacher / Educator Series, The Scholar / Researcher Series and The Leader Series.
Objectives

Describe key considerations for a good role model in family medicine
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Have you ever used live audience poll during one of your talks/presentation?
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What do you think the student would have learned?
Key behaviours of a good role model
What are characteristics of good role models?
Challenges and consequences of role modeling
What challenges have you encountered being a role model?
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1900-2000: Building confidence in the family physician's virtual assessments of pediatric conditions - Dr. Rod Lim

2000-2030: How much supervision do I need to provide?